Library Induction

Welcome to your library induction. On this page you will find all the material you need to complete your library induction as a returning student.

Watch the videos embedded below. The first is a Covid specific video that introduces you to Covid specific arrangements that are likely to be in place when you start your studies. The second introduces you to advanced searching. The third is an introduction to your reading list system *My Reading*. The fourth introduces you to two new discovery tools the library has acquired this year.

**Video links:**

The library and Covid-19:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44LegW49y1U&feature=youtu.be

Advanced searching:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSFN2RI.MEUQ

My Reading:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufwtzAuyynw&feature=youtu.be

Libkey Nomad and Browzine:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bxap0Fr81v0&feature=youtu.be